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Method 2 represents an incremental step in rigor compared to engineering calculations
discussed in last week’s webinar. Similar to engineering calculations, the Method 2
approach quantifies savings from individual systems or smaller pieces of equipment.
Savings from individual ECMs can be quantified, but we need to pay careful attention to the
measurement boundary. Multiple ECMs that have an impact within the measurement
boundary (the same piece of equipment), cannot be resolved separately.
This chapter also goes into detail about separating energy use into the fundamental
parameters of load and hours of use. We’ll talk more about this later, but for now I’ll
mention that this activity aligns with formal M&V.
Method 2 requires direct energy measurements to quantify baselines and post‐installation
conditions, which is a key differentiator from Method 1. Remember that Method 1 uses
simple performance data and engineering assumptions to calculate energy use. By
measuring energy use directly, Method 2 cuts out many of the assumptions and
engineering judgment which should improve overall accuracy. Energy measurements =
potential for more cost.
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Method 2 is essentially a retrofit isolation approach, which should look somewhat similar
to IPMVP Options A and B. While the methodology was originally designed for retrofit
applications, it will still work for EBCx type projects.
In summary, Option A is typically defined by a Key Parameter measurement, where the
least known parameter, or the parameter most impacted by the ECM is measured, and the
other is estimated. For example, if an ECM impacts only operating hours and not load, then
Option A would require measurements of operating hours both before and after the ECM
installation, but the load parameter could be estimated. Under a Method 2 approach, we’d
always recommend a measurement of the load parameter in at least one measurement
period. The estimation of energy parameters is discussed in this guide.
Option B requires measurement of all energy parameters, (both load and hours of use).
Which aligns well with Method 2.
Also, for those of you who have read or are familiar with the content of ASHRAE Guideline
14, you will notice similar themes scattered throughout the Method 2 approach.
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We’ve already mentioned that Method 2 involves separating energy use into load and
hours of use. This guide also goes into detail about classifying these individual parameters
as either constant or variable and understanding how the ECM implementation will change
this classification. Why is this classification exercise recommended?
The level of measurement required to quantify each energy parameter depends on
whether the parameter is classified as constant or variable, and also on how the ECM
installation impacts these characteristics. Constant parameters may only require a simple
spot measurement while variable parameters typically require substantially more data
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This method applies to equipment systems with loads that can be isolated and measured,
or correlated to other measured parameters through confirmed engineering or statistical
relationships
If multiple ECMs affect the same equipment, only the cumulative energy effect can be
verified. Savings from multiple individual ECMs cannot be resolved. This method will not
account for the potential interactive effects between ECMs installed across multiple
systems. EBCx measures that affect multiple pieces of equipment that are not part of a
single system are not ideal applications for this method.
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The process for Method 2 is laid out step‐by‐step in the guide. Shown here is the process
that occurs during the baseline period.
First, we define an appropriate measurement boundary around a piece of equipment or
system affected by a recommended ECM. This step begins after ECMs are identified by the
investigation phase of a typical EBCx process.
Next, the baseline and post‐ECM characteristics of load and hours of use should be
evaluated and classified as variable or constant. Any impacts the ECM has on these
parameters should also be identified. This exercise will identify how much data and effort
is required to quantify each parameter.
Once we know what is required to quantify the energy parameters, this information should
go into an M&V plan.
Measurements of the energy parameters, or their proxies, and other required non‐energy
parameters including driving variables such as outdoor air temperature and occupancy are
collected for the monitoring duration defined in the M&V plan. Proxies, if applicable, are
confirmed as appropriate representations of energy use.
An appropriate calculation technique is selected and applied to combine load and hours‐of‐
use parameters into an estimated baseline energy use estimate. The techniques applicable
to a
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Method 2 approach are typically:
Simple calculations
Spreadsheet calculations
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The Method 2 procedures assume that the ECMs are installed through the normal EBCx
process and that the operational component of the measures have been confirmed.
Chapter 2 of this guide (also discussed during the first webinar), includes a discussion on
the difference between operational verification and M&V.
After the ECMs are installed, Method 2 again requires the collection of data that quantifies
the loads and hours of use. Again, these parameters are converted into post‐installation
energy use using either simple or spreadsheet calculations.
The baseline and post‐implementation energy use estimates are normalized by adjusting
the baseline and post‐install equations to the same set of conditions (often outside air
temperature from TMY data). The difference between baseline and post‐implementation
energy use estimates is the verified energy savings.
Notice that the verified savings are not available until after post‐installation data is
collected.
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To help draw a distinction with Method 1, let’s look at a simple example of a data collection
and analysis process for an ECM that improves fan speed control. Since this measure
involves a variable load, it’s likely that a spreadsheet calculation would be required. uses
measured operational data and fundamental engineering equations, such as the fan affinity
laws, to estimate energy use. When converting between operational parameters and load,
there are inherent assumptions that are made.
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Method 2 focuses directly on the energy parameters, so the use of engineering
assumptions and judgment should be minimized. Removing the intermediate steps to get
to an energy correlation should improve the overall accuracy, or at least improve the
confidence in the final savings estimate when compared to a Method 1 approach.
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As we already mentioned, understanding the basic characteristics of the system operation
both during the baseline period and after the installation of the ECM allows for proper
development of the M&V plan.
Knowing how much variation a parameter experiences dictates how much data is required
to quantify that parameter. Constant values can be quantified fairly quickly and require
very little monitoring. A spot measurement of load, or perhaps monitoring hours of use
over a single week may be adequate to account for all operating conditions. Variable loads
or use will require more monitoring time to fully quantify the parameters. How much
time…depends on how much variation. You’d typically want to capture as much of the
operating conditions as possible during the monitoring periods.
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The simplest classification is constant load/constant hours of use. Simple calculations are
typically all that are required to develop estimates of energy use for this classification.
Examples of equipment with constant load, constant hours of use operating characteristics
include:
Lighting under time clock control
Constant volume air handling units under time clock control
Water fountain pumps
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When either of the energy parameters experiences variation, additional data collection is
required. In this example of constant load, variable hours, a spot measurement might be
sufficient to quantify the load, but hours‐of‐use will require a little more effort to quantify.
The shorter the monitoring period is for variable parameters, the greater the risk that you
aren’t capturing a complete picture.
Examples of equipment with constant load, variable hours of use operating characteristics
include:
Lighting under occupancy sensor control
Constant speed cooling tower fan operation (schedule varies with outdoor air conditions)
Hot water or chilled water constant volume pumping (schedule varies with boiler/chiller
operation)
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This equation demonstrates the general process for combining the energy parameters from
the baseline and post periods to produce your energy savings estimate. This general
equation will apply to all classifications of variable or constant energy parameters that we
already discussed. A key take‐away here is the classification of parameters does more than
provide insight into monitoring lengths…it also helps to simplify the use of this equation.
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This slide demonstrates the possible iterations of the fundamental energy savings
calculation for a constant load, constant hours end‐use. Let’s take a look at the first line
this table…if an ECM reduces one constant load to another constant load, we can get to the
energy savings estimate using a single spot measurement in the baseline and another in
the post.
While these equations are fairly academic in nature, they demonstrate the fundamental
process that’s embedded in our typical engineering calculations. The common calculations
approaches described in last weeks webinar are also used in a Method 2 approach. For
those of you that missed last week’s webinar, let’s look at a brief example of the calculation
approaches.
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Here we have an example of a simple calculation for an ECM that reduces the operating
hours of a constant load.
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The second and more complex example shown here is typical spreadsheet calculation using
a bin approach. In this example, the ECM is an outside air lockout that eliminates hours of
operation at temperatures below 65F. Notice that a regression was developed directly
between load and temperature.
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So far, we’ve focused solely on the use of directly measured energy parameters, but
Method 2 can apply to operational parameters. However, a Method 2 approach requires
that any operational parameter is proven to represent the energy parameter.
In this graph, you see a regression between fan speed and the kW demand for the fan
motor. Using this data, we can prove the relationship between fan speed and power, so fan
speed could act as a proxy for load.
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IPMVP allows for estimation of non‐key parameters when using Option A. Therefore, an
ECM that affects only hours of use, and not load, Option A would require measurement of
the hours of operation in the baseline and post‐installation periods, but load could be
estimated in both.
Method 2 puts more emphasis on measurement of energy, and for this example, would
require the measurement of load in at least one of the monitoring periods.
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Since the calculation approaches for method 2 are similar to method 1, the same
limitations in determining peak demand savings are present. Method 2 can only produce an
estimate of demand savings using the more complex spreadsheet calcs (which include
either bin‐based, or 8760 calculations). For most projects, it’s not likely the baseline and
post‐installation monitoring periods would occur during peak demand periods, so the
demand impacts will likely be extrapolated and should be considered approximations only.
The Method 2 data requirements may fall outside the normal realm of EBCx data
collection. BAS points or existing power meters on the equipment impacted by the ECMs
are not as common as other sensors that record operational parameters such as
temperatures and pressure. If additional metering is required, costs of utilizing this
method can quickly increase.
It’s also important to note that Method 2 focuses on savings verification. If there are other
documentation requirements from the project, such as operational verification, these
efforts are in addition to the core Method 2 procedures. Make sure you are aware of and
follow and additional documentation requirements.
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